A review of electronic dynamics of single-impurity and many-impurity Anderson models is contained in this report. Those models are used widely for many of the applications in diverse fields of interest, such as surface physics, theory of chemisorption and adsorbate reactions on metal surfaces, physics of intermediate valence systems, theory of heavy fermions, physics of quantum dots and other nanostructures. While standard treatments are generally based on perturbation methods, our approach is based on the non-perturbative technique for the thermodynamic Green functions. The method of the irreducible Green functions is used as the basic tool. This irreducible Green functions method allows one to describe the quasiparticle spectra with damping of the strongly correlated electron systems in a very general and natural way and to construct the relevant dynamical solution in a self-consistent way on the level of Dyson equation without decoupling the chain of the equations of motion for the Green functions. The subject matter includes the improved interpolating solution of the Anderson model. It was shown that an interpolating approximation, which simultaneously reproduces the weak-coupling limit up to second order in the interaction strength U and the strong-coupling limit up to second order in the hybridization V (and thus also fulfils the atomic limit) can be formulated self-consistently. This approach offers a new way for the systematic construction of approximate interpolation dynamical solutions of strongly correlated electron systems. Keywords: Many-particle interacting systems; statistical physics; physical chemistry; surface physics; theory of chemisorption; fundamental aspects of catalysis; hybridizing localized and itinerant electrons; the single-impurity, two-impurity and periodic Anderson model; the electronic quasiparticle dynamics; the Green functions approach; Dyson equation; quasiparticle damping. 73.20.At, 73.20.Hb, 73.21.La, 75.10.Lp, 75.30 
proposed in the papers. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 We will show that a self-consistent approximation for the SIAM can be formulated which reproduces all relevant exactly solvable limits and interpolates between the strong-and weak-coupling limit. In connection with the dynamical properties the one-particle Green function is the basic quantity to be calculated. Subject of this survey is primarily devoted to the analysis of the relevant many-body dynamic solution of the single impurity Anderson model and its correct functional structure. We wish to emphasize that the correct functional structure actually arises both from the self-consistent many-body approach and intrinsic nature of the model itself. The important representative quantity is the spectral intensity of the Green function at low energy and low temperature. Hence, it is desirable to have a consistent and closed analytic representation for the one-particle Green function of SIAM. The papers 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 clearly show the importance of the calculation of the Green function and spectral densities for SIAM and the many-impurity Anderson model in a self-consistent way. In this terse overview the problem of consistent analytic description of the many-body dynamics of SIAM is analyzed in the framework of the equation-of-motion approach for double-time thermodynamic Green functions. 4, 5 In addition to the irreducible Green functions (IGF) approach, 32, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85 we use a new exact identity, 7, 11, 81 relating the one-particle and many-particle Green functions. Using this identity, it was possible to formulate a consistent and general scheme for construction of generalized solutions of the Anderson model. A new approach for the complex expansion for the single-particle propagator in terms of Coulomb repulsion U and hybridization V is discussed as well. Using the exact identity, an essentially new many-body dynamic solution of SIAM was derived. 
the Hamiltonian (2) can be rewritten in the Wannier representation:
If one retains the k-dependence of the hybridization matrix element V k in (4), the last term in the PAM Hamiltonian describing the hybridization interaction between the localized impurity states and extended conduction states and containing the essence of a specificity of the Anderson model, is as follows
The on-site hybridization V ii is equal to zero for symmetry reasons. Hence the Hamiltonian of PAM in the Bloch representation takes the form
Note that as compared to the SIAM, the PAM has its own specific features. This can lead to peculiar magnetic properties for concentrated rare-earth systems where the criterion for magnetic ordering depends on the competition between indirect RKKY-type interaction 13 (not included into SIAM) and the Kondo-type singlet-site screening (contained in SIAM). The inclusion of inter-impurity correlations makes the problem even more difficult. Since these inter-impurity effects play an essential role in physical behaviour of real systems, 8, 81 it is instructive to consider the two-impurity Anderson model (TIAM) too.
Two-Impurity Anderson Model (TIAM)
The two-impurity Anderson model was considered by Alexander and Anderson. 3 They put forward a theory which introduces the impurity-impurity interaction within a game of parameters. The Hamiltonian of TIAM reads
where E 0i are the position energies of localized states (for simplicity, we consider identical impurities and s-type i.e. non-degenerate) orbitals: E 01 = E 02 = E 0 . The hybridization matrix element V ik was discussed in in detail in Ref. 8 As for the TIAM, the situation with the right definition of the parameters V 12 and V ik is not very clear. The definition of V 12 in 3 is the following:
Note that H f is without "H-F" (Hartree-Fock) mark. The essentially local character of the Hamiltonian H f clearly shows that V 12 describes the direct coupling between nearest neighboring sites (for a detailed discussion see Ref. 8 where the hierarchy of the Anderson models was discussed too).
The Method of Irreducible Green Functions
When working with infinite hierarchies of equations for Green functions 4, 5 the main problem is finding the methods for their efficient decoupling, with the aim of obtaining a closed system of equations, which determine the Green functions. In the papers 32, 78, 79, 80, 81 devoted to studies of lattice systems of interacting fermions it was shown that for a wide range of problems in statistical mechanics 82, 83, 84, 85 and theory of condensed matter one can outline a fairly systematic recipe for constructing approximate solutions in the framework of irreducible Green functions method. Within this approach one can look from a unified point of view at the main problems of fundamental characters arising in the method of two-time temperature Green functions. The method of irreducible Green functions is a useful reformulation of the ordinary BogoliubovTyablikov method of equations of motion. 4, 5 The constructive idea can be summarized as follows. During calculations of single-particle characteristics of the system (the spectrum of quasiparticle excitations, the density of states, and others) it is convenient to begin from writing down Green function as a formal solution of the Dyson equation. This will allow one to perform the necessary decoupling of many-particle correlation functions in the mass operator. This way one can to control the decoupling procedure conditionally, by analogy with the diagrammatic approach. In this approach the infinite hierarchy of coupled equations for correlation functions is reduced to a few relatively simple equations that effectively take into account the essential information on the system under consideration, which determine the special features of this concrete problem. It is necessary to stress that the structure of solutions obtained in the framework of irreducible Green functions method is very sensitive to the order of equations for Green functions 81 in which irreducible parts are separated. This in turn determines the character of the approximate solutions constructed on the basis of the exact representation. Now we introduce the retarded, advanced, and causal Green function:
Here . . . is the average over the grand canonical ensemble, θ(t) is the Heaviside step function; the square brackets denote either commutator or anticommutator (η = ±):
An important ingredient for Green function application is their temporal evolution. In order to derive the corresponding evolution's equation, one has to differentiate Green function over one of its arguments. In order to clarify the above general description, let us consider the equations of motion for the retarded Green function of the form
The irreducible (ir) Green function is defined by
The unknown constant z is found from the condition
It is worth noting that instead of finding the irreducible part of Green function
one can absolutely equivalently consider the irreducible operators
Therefore, we will use both the notation ( (ir) A|B ) and (A) (ir) |B ), whichever is more convenient and compact. Equation (15) implies
Here, M 0 and M 1 are the zero and first moments of the spectral density. 4, 5 Green function is called irreducible (i.e. impossible to reduce to a desired, simpler, or smaller form or amount) if it cannot be turned into a lower order Green function via decoupling. The well-known objects in statistical physics are irreducible correlation functions. In the framework of the diagram technique the irreducible vertices are a set of graphs, which cannot be cut along a single line. The definition (14) translates these notions to the language of retarded and advanced Green functions. We attribute all the mean-field renormalizations that are separated by Eq. (14) to Green function within a generalized mean field approximation
For calculating Green function (14) , (ir) 
, we make use of differentiation over the second time t ′ . Analogously to Eq. (14) we separate the irreducible part from the obtained equation and find
Here, we introduced the scattering operator
In complete analogy with the diagram technique one can use the structure of Eq. (20) to define the mass operator M :
As a result we obtain the exact Dyson equation (we did not perform any decoupling yet) for two-time temperature Green functions:
According to Eq. (22), the mass operator M (also known as the self-energy operator) can be expressed in terms of the proper (called connected within the diagram technique) part of the many-particle irreducible Green function. This operator describes inelastic scattering processes, which lead to damping and to additional renormalization of the frequency of self-consistent quasiparticle excitations. One has to note that there is quite a subtle distinction between the operators P and M . Both operators are solutions of two different integral equations given by Eqs. (22) and (23), respectively. However, only the Dyson equation (23) allows one to write down the following formal solution for the Green function:
This fundamental relationship can be considered as an alternative form of the Dyson equation, and as the definition of the mass operator under the condition that the Green function within the generalized mean-field approximation, G 0 , was appropriately defined using the equation
In contrast, the operator P does not satisfy Eq. (25). Instead we have
Thus, it is the functional structure of Eq. (24) that determines the essential differences between the operators P and M . To be absolutely precise, the definition (22) has a symbolic character. It is assumed there that due to the similar structure of equations (9) - (12) defining all three types of Green functions, one can use the causal Green functions at all stages of calculation, thus confirming the sensibility of the definition (22) . Therefore, one should rather use the phrase "an analogue of the Dyson equation". Below we will omit this stipulation, because it will not lead to misunderstandings. One has to stress that the above definition of irreducible parts of the Green function (irreducible operators) is nothing but a general scheme. The specific way of introducing the irreducible parts of the Green function depends on the concrete form of the operator A on the type of the Hamiltonian, and on the problem under investigation. Thus, we managed to reduce the derivation of the complete Green function to calculation of the Green function in the generalized mean-field approximation and with the generalized mass operator. The essential part of the above approach is that the approximate solutions are constructed not via decoupling of the equation-of-motion hierarchy, but via choosing the functional form of the mass operator in an appropriate self-consistent form. That is, by looking for approximations of the form M ≈ F [G]. Note that the exact functional structure of the one-particle Green function (24) is preserved in this approach, which is quite an essential advantage in comparison to the standard decoupling schemes.
The Irreducible Green Functions Method and SIAM
After discussing some of the basic facts about the correct functional structure of the relevant dynamic solution of correlated electron models we are looking for, described in previous Chapter, we give a similar consideration for SIAM. It was shown in Refs., 7, 10, 11, 8 using the minimal algebra of relevant operators, that the construction of the generalized mean fields for SIAM is quite nontrivial for the strongly correlated case, and it is rather difficult to get it from an intuitive physical point of view.
To proceed let us consider first the following matrix Green function
Performing the first-time differentiation and defining the irreducible Green function
we obtain the following equation of motion in the matrix form
where all definitions are rather evident. Proceeding further with the IGF technique, the equation of motion (29) may be rewritten exactly in the form of the Dyson equation
The generalized mean field Green function G 0 is defined by
The explicit solutions for diagonal elements of G 0 are
where
The mass or self-energy operator, which describes inelastic scattering processes, has the following matrix formM
From the formal solution of the Dyson equation (30) one obtains
To calculate the self-energy in a self-consistent way, we have to approximate it by lower-order Green functions. Let us start by analogy with the Hubbard model with a pair-type approximation 32, 79, 81
where we used the notation
The equations (30) and (39) constitute a closed self-consistent system of equations for the singleelectron Green function for SIAM model, but only for weakly correlated case. In principle, we can use, on the r.h.s. of Eq. (39), any workable first iteration-step form of the Green function and find a solution by repeated iteration. If we take for the first iteration step the expression
we get, for the self-energy, the explicit expression
This is the well-known atomic limit of the self-energy. 7, 10, 11, 8 Let us try again another type of the approximation for M . The approximation which we will use reflects the interference between the one-particle branch and the collective one
If we retain only the first term in (44) and make use of the same iteration as in (41), we obtain
If we retain the second term in (44), we obtain
where the following notation were used:
It is possible now to rewrite (46) in a more convenient way
The equations (30) and (48) constitute a self-consistent system of equations for the single-particle Green function of SIAM. Note that spin-up and spin-down electrons are correlated when they occupy the impurity level. So, this really improves the standard mean-field theory in which just these correlations were missed. The role of electron-electron correlation becomes much more crucial for the case of strong correlation.
SIAM. Strong Correlation
The simplest relevant algebra of the operators used for the description of the strong correlation has a similar form as for that of the Hubbard model. 28, 32, 79, 81 Let us represent the matrix Green function (27) in the following form
Here the operators d 0ασ and d † 0βσ are
The new operators d iασ and d † jβσ have complicated commutation rules, namely,
Then we proceed by analogy with the calculations for the Hubbard model. The equation of motion for the auxiliary matrix Green function
is of the following formÊF
where the following matrix notation were used
HereD is a higher-order Green function, with the following structure 7, 11
In accordance with the general method of irreducible Green functions, we define the matrix irreducible Green function:
Here the notation were used:
The generalized mean-field Green function is defined bŷ
From the last definition we find that
For V p = 0, we obtain, from solution (61), the atomic solution F at . The conduction electron Green function (62) also gives a correct expression for V k = 0.
IGF Method and Interpolation Solution of SIAM
To show explicitly the flexibility of the IGF method, we consider a more extended new algebra of operators from which the relevant matrix Green function should be constructed to make the connection with the interpolation solution of the Anderson model. 11 Our approach was stimulated by the works by J. Hubbard. 29, 30, 31 Let us consider the following equation of motion in the matrix form
whereĜ is the initial 4 × 4 matrix Green function and D is the higher-order Green function:
Here the following notation were used
We avoid to write down explicitly the relevant 16 Green functions, of which the matrix Green function D consist, for the brevity. For our aims, it is enough to proceed forth in the following way. The equation (64) 
and define the generalized mean field Green function according to
Then, we are able to write down explicitly the Dyson equation (23) and the exact expression for the self-energy M in the matrix form:
Here the matrixÎ is given bŷ
and the matrix elements of M are of the form:
Here the coefficients L 41 , L 42 , L 31 , and L 32 are certain complicated averages (see definition (67) ) from which the functional of the generalized mean field is build. To clarify the functional structure of the obtained solution, let us consider our first equation of motion (64) , before introducing the irreducible Green functions (67) . Let us put in this equation the higher-order Green function D = 0. To distinguish this simplest equation from the generalized mean field one (68), we write it in the following form
The corresponding matrix elements which we are interested in here read
The conclusion is rather evident. The simplest interpolation solution follows from our matrix Green function (65) in the lowest order in V , even before introduction of generalized mean field corrections, not speaking about the self-energy corrections. The two Green functions G 0 32 and G 0 33 are equal only in the lowest order in V . It is quite clear that our full solution (24) that includes the self-energy corrections is much more richer. It is worthwhile to stress that our 4 × 4 matrix generalized mean field Green function (65) gives only approximate description of suitable mean fields. If we consider more extended algebra of relevant operators, we get the more correct structure of the relevant generalized mean field.
Quasiparticle Dynamics of SIAM
To demonstrate more clearly the advantages of the irreducible Green functions method for SIAM, it is worthwhile to emphasize a few important points about the approach based on the equationsof-motion for the Green functions. To give a more instructive discussion, let us consider the single-particle Green function of localized electrons G σ = f 0σ |f † 0σ . The simplest approximate "interpolation" solution of SIAM is of the form:
The values of n σ are determined through the self-consistency equation
The atomic-like interpolation solution (80) reproduces correctly the two limits:
The important point about equations (82) , (83) is that any approximate solution of SIAM should be consistent with it. Let us remind how to get solution (82) . It follows from the system of equations for small-V limit:
Note that the equations (85) and (86) are approximate; they include two more terms. We now proceed further. The starting point is the system of equations:
Using a relatively simple decoupling procedure for a higher-order equation of motion, a qualitatively correct low-temperature spectral intensity can be calculated. The final expression for G for finite U is of the form
where F 1 , S 1 , and K are certain complicated expressions. We write down explicitly the infinite U approximate Green function:
The following notation were used:
We putted here V k ≃ V for brevity. The functional structure of the single-particle Green function (89) is quite transparent. The expression in the numerator of (89) plays the role of an effective dynamical mean field, proportional to f † 0−σ c k−σ . In the denominator, instead of bare shift S(ω) (34) we have an effective shift S 1 = S(ω) + Z 1 σ (ω). The choice of the specific procedure of decoupling for the higher-order equation of motion specifies the selected generalized mean fields and effective shifts.
Complex Expansion for a Propagator
We now proceed with analytic many-body consideration. One can attempt to consider a suitable solution for the SIAM starting from the following exact relation derived in paper: 11
The advantage of the equation (93) is that it is a pure identity and does not includes any approximation. If we insert our generalized mean field solution (90) into (93), we get an essentially new dynamic solution of SIAM constructed on the basis of the complex (combined) expansion of the propagator in both U and V parameters and reproducing exact solutions of SIAM for V = 0 and U = 0. It generalizes (even on the mean-field level) the known approximate solutions of the Anderson model. Having emphasized the importance of the role of equation (93) , let us see now what is the best possible fit for higher-order Green function in (95) . We consider the equation of motion for it:
We may think of it as defining new kinds of elastic and inelastic scattering processes that contribute to the formation of generalized mean fields and self-energy (damping) corrections. The construction of suitable mean fields can be quite nontrivial, and to describe these contributions self-consistently, let us consider the equations of motion for higher-order Green functions in the r.h.s. of (96)
Now let us see how to proceed further to get a suitable functional structure of the relevant solution. The intrinsic nature of the system of the equations of motion (97) - (99) suggests to consider the following approximations:
It is transparent that the construction of approximations (100) - (102) is related with the small-V expansion and is not unique, but very natural. As a result, we find the explicit expression for Green function in (95)
Here the following notation were used:
Now one can substitute the Green function in (95) by the expression (103). This gives a new approximate dynamic solution of SIAM where the complex expansion both in U and V was incorporated. The important observation is that this new solution satisfies both the limits (82) . For example, if we wish to get a lowest order approximation up to U 2 and V 2 , it is very easy to notice that for V = 0:
This results in the possibility to find explicitly all necessary quantities and, thus, to solve the problem in a self-consistent way. The main results of our IGF study is the exact Dyson equation for the full matrix Green function and a new derivation of the generalized mean field Green functions. The approximate explicit calculations of inelastic self-energy corrections are quite straightforward but tedious and too extended for their description. Here we want to emphasize an essentially new point of view on the derivation of the generalized mean fields for SIAM when we are interested in the interpolation finite temperature solution for the single-particle propagator. Our final solutions have the correct functional structure and differ essentially from previous solutions. In summary, we presented here a consistent many-body approach to analytic dynamic solution of SIAM at finite temperatures and for a broad interval of the values of the model parameters. We used the exact result (93) to connect the single-particle Green function with higher-order Green function to obtain a complex combined expansion in terms of U and V for the propagator. We reformulated also the problem of searches for an appropriate many-body dynamic solution for SIAM in a way that provides us with an effective and workable scheme for constructing of advanced analytic approximate solutions for the single-particle Green functions on the level of the higher-order Green functions in a rather systematic self-consistent way. This procedure has the advantage that it systematically uses the principle of interpolation solution within the equationof-motion approach for Green functions. The leading principle, which we used here was to look more carefully for the intrinsic functional structure of the required relevant solution and then to formulate approximations for the higher-order Green functions in accordance with this structure. Of course, there are important criteria to be met (mainly numerically) , such as the question left open, whether the present approximation satisfies the Friedel sum rule (this question was left open in many other approximate solutions). A quantitative numerical comparison of selfconsistent results e.g. the width and shape of the Kondo resonance in the near-integer regime of the SIAM would be crucial too. In the present consideration, we concentrated on the problem of correct functional structure of the single-particle Green function itself.
The Improved Interpolative Treatment of SIAM
For better understanding of the correct functional structure of the single-particle Green function the development of improved and reliable approximation schemes is still justified and necessary, and an effective interpolating approximations are desirable. The present section is devoted to the development of an improved interpolating approximation 10, 11 for the dynamical properties of the SIAM. We will show that a self-consistent approximation can be formulated which reproduces all relevant exactly solvable limits of the model and interpolates between the strong-and the weakcoupling limit. This approach is complementary to the one described above. We start by considering the equations of motion for the Fourier transformed Green function,
Here the the quantity Σ σ (ω) may be conditionally interpreted as the one-particle self-energy and
We want to develop an interpolating solution for the SIAM, i.e. a solution which is applicable in both, the weak-coupling limit (and thus the exactly solvable band limit) and the strong-coupling limit (and thus the atomic limit). As it was shown earlier, the simplest approximative interpolating solution has the form:
Here n −σ denotes the occupation number of f −electrons with spin σ. This is just the analogue of the Hubbard III approximation 28 for the SIAM. As for the Hubbard model, however, Fermi liquid properties and the Friedel sum rule, which hold for the SIAM at least order by order within the U -perturbation theory, are violated within this simple approximation. An approximation, which automatically fulfills Fermi liquid properties and sum rules, is provided by the self-consistent second order U -perturbation treatment (SOPT) and is given by:
Here ω 1 (ν) denote odd (even) Matsubara frequencies and β = 1/k B T . One of our goals is to find some way to incorporate this SOPT into an interpolating dynamical solution of the SIAM. This means that the approximation for the self-energy shall be correct up to order U 2 perturbationally around the band limit U = 0 and also the atomic limit V = 0 shall be fulfilled. This is the case for the SOPT around the Hartree-Fock solution, but only for the symmetric SIAM. For the general situation (position of the Fermi level relative to E σ and E σ + U ) a heuristic semi-empirical approach only for constructing such an approximation has been discussed in literature Here our intention is to take into account the self-consistent-SOPT. Furthermore, the approximation shall not only fulfill the atomic limit V = 0, but it shall be correct up to order V 2 in a strong-coupling expansion around the atomic limit. The self-consistent inclusion of contributions in second (and fourth) order perturbation theory around the atomic limit is, in particular, important to properly account for the Kondo effect within the SIAM (Kondo temperature scale) and to reproduce the correct antiferromagnetic behavior in the strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model. Especially the calculation of some magnetic properties for the Hubbard model and the well known Kondo effect for the SIAM shows the importance of second (and fourth) order perturbation theory around the atomic limit. It was already mentioned that during the last decades several different refined many-body techniques have been applied to the SIAM, and many of these approaches are strong-coupling treatments around the atomic limit and can be classified as being correct up to a certain power in the hybridization V . When applied to the calculation of static properties many of these treatments, give reasonable results. But for the many-body dynamics the results of most of these approximations are not fully satisfactory, in particular as Fermi liquid properties and sum rules are violated. Furthermore, when applied to the finite-U SIAM none of these approximation schemes reproduce the SOPT, i.e. these approaches are not correct in the weak-coupling limit up to order U 2 .
To construct the interpolating approximation 7, 10, 11, 8 for the SIAM fulfilling all desired properties mentioned above we start from the equation of motion for the higher order Green function
leading to a finite order V 2 perturbation expansion of the self-energy (117). Here f (E) = {exp[(E−When interpreting these standard equations of motion decouplings as generalized mean-field treatments, because the decoupling consists in a replacement of a higher order Green function by a product of an expectation value with a lower order Green function, our new approximation can be considered to be a kind of dynamical mean-field approximation, because the approximation (127), (128) consists in the replacement of a higher order Green function by combinations of products of (time-dependent) lower order Green functions. Finally the approach is not a completely uncontrolled approximation, as it is exact up to certain orders (V 2 , U 2 ) of systematic perturbation theory. It is, however, as any self-consistent approximate treatment is, uncontrolled in the way it takes into account infinite order resummations of arbitrary order in U and V by the self-consistent requirement, which is unavoidable to reproduce both limits. In summary, an improved interpolating approximation for the SIAM has been developed, which recovers the exactly solvable limits V = 0 and U = 0 and which is even more at least correct up to order V 2 in a strong-coupling expansion and simultaneously up to order U 2 in a weak-coupling expansion.
The definition of the generalized mean field Green function (which, for the weak Coulomb correlation U , coincides with the Hartree-Fock mean field ) is evident. All inelastic renormalization terms are now related to the last term in the equation of motion (133). All elastic scattering ( or mean field) renormalization terms are included into the following mean-field Green function
It is easy to find that (cf. (32) and (33))
c kσ |c † kσ
At this point, it is worthwhile to emphasize a significant difference between both the models, PAM and SIAM. The corresponding SIAM equation for generalized mean field Green function (31) reads
This matrix notation for SIAM shows a fundamental distinction between SIAM and PAM. For SIAM, we have a different number of states for a strongly localized level and the conduction electron subsystem: the conduction band contains 2N states, whereas the localized (s-type) level contains only two. The comparison of (137) 
Here the matrix element M 22 is of the form
To calculate the self-energy operator (139) in a self-consistent way, we proceed by analogy with the Hubbard model. Then we find both the expressions for the self-energy operator 32, 79, 81 by iteration procedure.
Quasiparticle Many-Body Dynamics of TIAM
Let us see now how to apply the results of the preceding Sections for the case of TIAM Hamiltonian (7). The initial intention of Alexander and Anderson 3 was to extend the theory of localized magnetic states of solute atoms in metals to the case of a pair of neighboring magnetic atoms. 8, 40 It was found that the simplified model based on the idea that the important interaction is the diagonal exchange integral in the localized state, which is exactly soluble in Hartree-Fock theory for isolated ions, is still soluble, and the solutions show both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange mechanisms. Contrary to that, our approach go beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation and permits one to describe the quasiparticle many-body dynamics of TIAM in a self-consistent way. We again consider the relevant matrix Green function of the form (cf. (27)) elements (cf.(46)
For M 33 we obtain the same expressions as for M 22 with the substitution of index 1 by 2. For M ↑↓ 32 we must do the same. It is possible to say that the diagonal elements M 22 and M 33 describe single-site inelastic scattering processes; off-diagonal elements M 23 and M 32 describe intersite inelastic scattering processes. They are responsible for the specific features of the dynamic behavior of TIAM ( as well as the off-diagonal matrix elements of the Green function G 0 ) and, more generally, the cluster impurity Anderson model (CIAM). The nonlocal contributions to the total spin susceptibility of two well formed impurity magnetic moments at a distance R can be estimated as
In the region of interplay of the RKKY and Kondo behavior, the key point is then to connect the partial Kondo screening effects with the low temperature behavior of the total spin susceptibility.
As it is known, it is quite difficult to describe such a threshold behavior analytically. However, progress is expected due to a better understanding of the quasiparticle many-body dynamics both from analytical and numerical investigations.
Conclusions
In summary, we presented in this paper in terse form a general technique how a dynamical solution for SIAM and TIAM at finite temperatures and for the broad interval of the values of the model parameters can be constructed in the spirit of irreducible Green functions approach. We used an exact result to connect the single-particle Green function with the higher-order Green function to obtain an complex expansion in terms of U and V for the propagator. This approach provides a plausible yet sound understanding of how structure of the relevant dynamical solution may be found. Hence this approach offer a both powerful and workable technique for a systematic construction of the approximative dynamical solutions of SIAM, PAM and other models of the strongly correlated electron systems. In short, the theory of the many-body quasiparticle dynamics of the Anderson-and Hubbard-type models at finite temperatures have been reviewed. We stressed an importance of the new exact identity relating the one-particle and many-particle Green functions for the single-impurity Anderson model: G = g 0 + g 0 P g 0 . The application of the IGF method to the investigation of nonlocal correlations and quasiparticle interactions in Anderson models 8 has a particular interest for studying of the inter-site correlation effects in the concentrated Kondo system and other problems of solid state physics. 40, 65 A comparative study of real many-body dynamics of single-impurity, two-impurity, and periodic Anderson model, especially for strong but finite Coulomb correlation, when perturbation expansion in U does not work, is of importance for the characterization of the true quasiparticle excitations and the role of magnetic correlations. It was shown that the physics of two-impurity Anderson model can be understood in terms of competition between itinerant motion of carriers and magnetic correlations of the RKKY nature. This issue is still very controversial and the additional efforts must be applied in this field. The many-body quasiparticle dynamics of the single-impurity Anderson Model was investigated by means of the equations of motion for the higher-order Green functions. It was shown that an interpolating approximation, which simultaneously reproduces the weak-coupling limit up to second order in the interaction strength U and the strong coupling limit up to second order in the hybridization V (and thus also fulfills the atomic limit) may be formulated self-consistently. Hence, a new advanced many-body dynamical solution for SIAM has been developed, which recovers the exactly solvable limits V = 0 and U = 0 and which is even more at least correct up to order V 2 in a strong-coupling expansion and simultaneously up to order U 2 in a weak-coupling expansion.
Further applications and development of the technique of the equations of motion for the Green functions were described in Refs. 34, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95 These applications illustrate some of subtle details of this approach and exhibit the physical significance and operational ability of the Green function technique in a representative form.
